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The financial markets 
In December, there were contrasting trends in the stock markets, still penalized in 
part by concerns about the sovereign debt situation in Europe. The Snam Rete Gas 
stock registered a decline, but less compared to its sector. In annual terms, stock 
markets and the Snam stock have shown a negative trend.  

The oil market 
In December the oil prices fell, penalized by the strengthening of the 
US dollar and by the slowdown of the oil demand. The US WTI 
benchmark crude closed at 98.8 $ per barrel (-1.5% on a monthly 
basis), while Brent crude closed at 107.6 $ per barrel (-3.4%). 

Year on year oil prices registered a significant rise (+8.2% for the 
WTI and + 14.1% for Brent) following geopolitical tensions in 
North Africa and Middle East (in particular during the first part of 
the year).  

Source: Snam on Bloomberg data  December ‘11  

The markets closed with contrasting 
results in the month of December, 
the US S&P500 was up by +0.9% 
and the DJ European Stoxx50 grew 
by +3.1%, whilst the Italian FTSE 
MIB fell by -1,2% and the DJ 
Eurostoxx Utilities sector Index 
fell by -2.3%. 

In annual terms, the market trend 
was mainly negative, with the 
exception of the US S&P500, 
which closed unchanged. Widespread 
declines were registered for the 
European DJStoxx50 (-8.4%), the 
Italian FTSE MIB (-25.2%) and 
the sector index DJEuroStoxx 
Utilities (-16.6%). In particular, the 
markets have been negatively 
affected by tensions regarding 
sovereign debt in various European 
countries, and the possible  
consequences these issues may 
lead to in the economic and financial 
contexts. 

In December, some of the markets 
(the Italian market in particular, 
which holds a significant amount 
of bank stocks), were affected by 
tensions in the financial sector, 
whilst some support was provided 
by higher than expected US economic 

data results, as well as expectations 
following the initiatives taken to 
counter the public debt crisis by 
European governments.  

With regards to macroeconomic 
trends, the United States have seen 
growth (in November, on a 
monthly basis) in retails sales 
(+0.4%) and existing home sales 
(+7.3%); Philadelphia’s Fed Index 
rose to 10.3 points in December 
(up from 3.6). The labour market 
also gave positive signs, showing a 
decrease in unemployment benefits.  

In eurozone countries, (with  
reference to data from October, on 
a monthly basis) there was an 
improvement in retail sales 
(+0.4%), whilst industrial 
production fell slightly (-0.1%). 

With regards to monetary policy, 
the Fed has confirmed the reference 
rates at current levels (0% - 0.25%), 
while the ECB has decreased them 
by 25 basis points to 1,0% (from  
1.25%). 
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The utility sector on the stock market 
During the month of December, sectors have shown contrasting 
trends; these were positive in most cases as a result of initiatives 
taken by some eurozone countries to address the public debt  
crisis. 

The sectors which registered a positive performance are mainly 
those considered as "anti-cyclical" (Health Care, Food & Beverage, 

etc.), while the sectors linked to industrial production (Basic  
Resources, Autoparts) confirmed a negative trend on a monthly 
basis as a result of the progressive reduction in economic growth 
worldwide. 

December 2011 - Main sectors performance 

Source: Snam on Bloomberg data 

During 2011 the sectors registered a generally negative trend, with high 
volatility during the year. 

Amongst the sectors of particularly poor performance is the banking  
sector, which suffered from tensions related to the sovereign debt of  
some countries in the eurozone and the raw materials one, as a result of 

the significant slowdown in economic growth at both the European and 
global level. 

Main sectors performance, January-December 2011 

Source: Snam on Bloomberg data 
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Snam Rete Gas and its peers 

The Snam Rete Gas shares and its peers on the Stock Market 
During December, the Snam share price fell by 1%, in line with that of the Italian 
market (FTSE MIB -1.2%), whilst performing better than the utility sector (-2.3% 
DJ Utility). The share performance reflects the general dynamics of the financial 
markets in Europe, as well as the developments in the Italian economic and  
political situation. 

During the month of December, the average daily trading volume on the stock 
amounted to 6.8 million shares, down from 9.2 million traded on average during 
November.  

During the last session of 2011, the Snam shares closed at 3.41 euro (last price), 
down 8.4% compared to the end of 2010, registering an annual performance  
better than that of the Italian market (FTSE MIB -25.2%), the utility sector  
(-16.6% DJ Utility) and most of Snam’s direct peers. 

 During 2011, the share price was affected by the dynamics of the financial  
markets, negatively influenced by the crisis of sovereign debt of the Eurozone, as 
well as by the Italian economic situation. From the second half of the year, the 
Snam share price was penalized by the extension of the Robin Hood Tax also to 
the regulated transport and distribution companies of gas and electricity.  

During 2011, the average amount of daily trading on the Snam stock was of 9.3 
million shares, compared with 11.5 million traded daily on average in 2010. 

 

Source: Snam on Bloomberg data December ‘11     January-December ’11    
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During 2011, the utility sector fell by 16.6%, particularly penalized by the  
negative trends of electricity generation companies, exposed to the volatility of oil 
prices during the year.  

The companies operating in the water distribution sector were negatively  
influenced by the publication of results for the period (especially in the second half 
of the year) which were lower than market expectations. Regulated infrastructure 
companies have significantly confirmed their characteristics of stability, visibility 

in results and attractive shareholder remuneration, even in volatile market  
environments.  

Finally, the companies operating in the context of renewable energy have been 
particularly supported by the decision of some countries (Germany and Austria) to 
move towards the progressive decommissioning of nuclear energy. 

Utility sector performance 
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Corporate news  
The new Snam brand 

Five working days have been dedicated to the “Snam Charity 
Work Week”, included in the project “A help from the network –
To Become Volunteer ” which has taken place in the offices of  
San Donato Milanese and Torino. Snam Group has in this way  
implemented  the company charity project through meetings 
with non-profit organizations, an opportunity for Snam  
employees to stay in touch and to be connected with the charity 
world. 

During the week, charity associations, no profit organisations 
and foundations presented their activities and the sphere in which 
they operate to Snam employees attending the 
meetings. “A help from the network” has been 
created by the Snam Group in order to carry 
on the sustainability engagement, with the idea 
that part of it could be done also within the 
corporate net, and not just on the field. 

On December the 5th, celebrating the  
anniversary of the ten years in the Stock 
Market, Snam Rete Gas presented  
officially the new brand, implementing the 
EU’s Third Energy Package, that foresees 
that the Independent Transmission 
Operator is required to adopt  
communications and brand policies aimed at avoiding any confusion 
with the corporate identity of the vertically integrated company. 

Following the modification of the statute approved on the 5th  
December by the Ordinary and Extraordinary Shareholders’ 
Meeting, as from 1 January 2012 Snam Rete Gas changed its  
Corporate name in Snam, that, as Corporate, holds 100% interest in 
the operating companies, focusing on the management and  
development of transport, dispatching and metering, distribution, 
storage and LNG regasification businesses. 

The brand strategy features a new logo which will also extend to all 
subsidiaries as from 1 January 2012. 

The new brand, which revises the Forties historical logo, recovers 
the original traits and values of Snam, highlights its corporate  
identity and strategic view of the company’s future development and 
growth. 

The energy seen from close up 

Snam continues to promote the sustainability 
initiatives on the field, in order to implement 
the actions of stakeholder engagement. In 
December has been open the information 
point of Stogit “The energy seen from close 
up”, in the Bordolano municipality, next to 
Cremona, an opportunity of spreading the  
knowledge of the Storage Project of Bordolano. 

This important project, started in 2006, foresees the conversion of 
the depleted field of Bordolano in a gas storage field. 

A help from the network 

 

An exibition for the new calendar 

An exhibition on the new 2012 Snam calendar (Filibro) is hosted 
at the Museo Nazionale della Scienza e della Tecnologia Leonardo 
da Vinci in Milan from 14 December 2011 to 15  
January 2012. A special space is reserved to the tools through 
which the Snam calendar was created. This calendar is the  
second “calendar book”, following the last year exibition, at the 
Poldi Pezzoli Museum, of the “Fabbrica del calore”. 

The “Filibro” talks about Snam today, but in particular shows 
what it will become in the future. The values and the activities of 

Snam are represented on a tridimensional 
world through a simple protagonist: the 
thread, the more immediate metaphor to 
refer to the operating and values network 
that mark the activities of Snam. 

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO EVERYONE 
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